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 Dakota PC Warehouse is 
 Southeast South Dakota’s 
 best resource for home 
 and business electronics, 
 technology and service.

 (605) 624-4845

 We fix all 
 computers 
 & HDTVs!

 1216 E. Cherry St.
 Vermillion, SD

 710 Cottage Avenue  • Vermillion
 605 - 624 - 56 1 8

 Serving the Vermillion Area since  1 983 

 KALINS

 FIREPLACE
 SHOWROOM

The homes of the 21st
Century, like those that came
before, begin with a good
foundation. But increasingly,
homeowners today see their
homes not only as living quar-
ters, but also their entertain-
ment centers.  

The evolution of the inter-
net and the home-theater is
still young, and so homeowners, and certainly builders, are seeing
the need for houses to be wired for internet and audio/video
demands created by current technology.  

The average size of the High Definition TVs being bought
today is between 32"-42", up considerably from only 10 years ago,
but still smaller than the TVs of the future as costs continue to
come down.  

Savvy homeowners are looking at walls where they would have
once put a print as possible locations for newer, larger, lighter TVs,
and their corresponding surround sound systems.  

As you are considering a building or remodeling project, consult
the staff at Dakota PC Warehouse in Vermillion about all your
home theater and technology ideas, for expert installation and for
committed customer service. 

Make your home an
entertaintment hub

Editorial provided by Dakota PC Warehouse

Home is where the heart is, where families grow, and generally
where the most of our leisure time is spent. Working with green tech-
nology for the best insulation will keep your house warm, welcoming,
comfortable and cozy -- and will save you money, all at the same
time. 

Insulation advancements are on the horizon at all times, experts
say. Take a look at innovation by Icynene, for example. Their soft,
expanding spray foam insulation and air barrier material protects
homeowners from the harmful outdoor environment and from ener-
gy-robbing air leakage. Icynene pioneered the spray foam technology
and now leads in industry training. 

Why are homeowners turning to spray foam insulation? Experts
tell us that older insulation types, such as fibreglass, will settle, compact
and sag over time, decreasing their insulation properties. Spray foam
insulation is energy efficient, says Icynene, and it has a high R-value
due to its ability to seal and insulate at the same time. 

The spray foam solutions are created with water blowing agents
and renewable and recycled content, which help reduce greenhouse
gas emissions to support a healthier environment. Spray foam insula-
tion can be used in new home construction or additions and insula-
tion upgrades to existing homes (attics, crawlspaces) during remodel-
ing projects. With spray foam insulation you can maintain healthy
indoor air while reducing your HVAC equipment needs and saving
on energy bills. In addition, homeowners can conserve construction
materials without the need for excess sealing and still achieve optimal
airtightness. Spray foam insulation doesn't pass off gas over time, per-
forms at peak levels for the lifetime of your home, and, because air-
borne moisture is controlled, the durability of the building remains
unthreatened by the growth of mold and mildew. 

Save money on energy bills

Editorial provided by MetroCreative Connections


